
CHAPTER 3 -METHODOLOGY OF STUDY 

3.1 Introduction 

The main objective of this study as already described in chapter one is, analysing the 

environmental performance of supply chain of FMCG Company Unilever, using a proven 

model for quantifying the Environmental Performance EP. Different types of products are 

analysed in the study, covering major areas of the supply chain. The study would give an 

idea of the EP of various products in different areas of supply chain in a FMCG business 

and guidance on how to do a comprehensive study in this area. l·ramework of tile study 

would consist of following steps; 

a) Identifying environment principle groups applicable to supply chain of 

Unilever Sri Lanka Ltd (USL) 

b) Developing EP indicators under each group identify above 

c) Identify key product categories ofUSL 

d) Data collection 

c) J\.nalysing using Saaty's Generic model of AHF 

f) Analysing using Model suggested by Tsoulfaf & pappis 

While Saaty's model is a good way of analyzing a complex problem with many variables, 

the model suggested by Tsoulfaf & pappis (2005) is also used for a robust analysis. 

3.2 Identifying environment principle groups applicable to supply chain of 

USL 

Various researchers and international organizations have attempted to classify various 

environment principles. Tsoulfaf & pappis (2005) made an attempt to identify 

environmental Principles applicable to supply chain, as discussed in chapter two. 

According to them, these principles may be classified in to 6 major groups in 
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correspondence with the activities that take place within the production system as 

foliO\\ s. 

• Product, Process Design 

• Packaging 

• Transportation and collection 

• recycling and disposal 

• Greening the internal and external business environment 

• Other management issues 

The (]iobal Reporting Initiative (GRI) produces one of the world's most prevalent 

stanc\arcis for sustainability reporting - also known as ecological footprint - guicielines. 

Sustainability reporting is a form of value reporting where an organization publicly 

commumcates their economic, environmental, and social performance. GRI seeks to 

mak.c sustainability reporting by all organizations as routine as and comparable to 

financial reporting. The G3 are the so-called "Third Generation" of the GRI's 

Sustainability Reporting Guidelines and environmental Principles according to G3 Guide 

line) \\ere also considered in developing EP indicators. The Aspects in the Environment 

Indicator set are structured to reflect the inputs, outputs, and modes of impact an 

organization has on the environment. Energy, water, and materials represent three 

standard types of inputs used by most organizations. These inputs result in outputs of 

em irunmcntal significance, which are captured under the Aspects of Emissions, 

Effluents, and Waste. Biodiversity is also related to the concepts of inputs to the extent 

that n can be viewed as a natural resource. 

The focus of ISO 1403 I is the definition and detailed discussion of three basic types of 

indicator that may be used to support environmental management. The standard 

distinguishes between environmental condition indicators (ECl) and environmental 

performance indicators (EPI), and subdivides the latter into management performance 

indicators (MPI) and operational performance indicators (OPI). 
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The first step of study is to identify Environment Principles applicable to a supply chain 

of a FMCG business. Under the scope of study, this should be relevant principles to the 

selected product categories of Unilever Sri Lanka Limited. 

3.3 Developing Environmental Performance Indicators 

As the next step of the study, the Environmental Performance (EP) indicators have to be 

formulated based on the references made in scientific literature or common company 

practice under the principles developed above. ln particular, they may be found; 

• As explicit statements (prescriptions or guidelines such as ISO,G3), 

" In treatments of subjects relating logistics to environment, which implicitly 

suggest such principles and 

• From Unilever practice. 

The following table consists of sample environmental indicators. 

IZ.t' ·t .:lc'rialuscd pcrunit o-~--~~~;ardous 11aste gener<;ted per 
--------------------

p ~ '1' ~ ' ', : ( Uilil) 

~nergy used annually per unit of 

1 product (MJ/ 1000 L product) 

[net g: conserved (MJ) 

!Number of emergency events or 

lunp mncd shutdowns (#/year) 

IHa;c~rclous waste eliminated by 

p(\llutilm prevention (kg/year) 

unit of product (kg/unit) 

Emissions of specific pollutants 

to air (tonnes CO/year) 

Noise measured at specific 

receptor (dB) 

Wastewater discharged per unit 

of product (1 000 L!unit) 

]]ours of preventive 

maintenance (hours 'year) 

Average fuel consumption of 

vehicle fleet (L/100 km) 

Percentage of product content 

that can be recycled(%) 

Number of days air emissions 

limits were exceeded (days/year 

Table 3.1 Example of Environmental Performance Indicators (ISO 14031) 

El' Indicators specified in G3 guidelines under the aspects of Materials, Energy, Water, 

Bi(llitversity, Emissions , Product & Services, Compliance, Transport and overall are 

im !ttdcd in Annexure I; 
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It is important that the EP indicators have to be selected under each environment principle 

group considering the relevance to Unilever operations. Data needs to be collected for all 

the product categories, under each EP indicator and this becomes the basis to determine 

the environment performance of the supply chain for Unilever business. 

3.3 Multi-Criteria decision making methodology 

for tile· purpose of this study, key product categories need to be identified to evaluate the 

Cll\JJ,lJil1ll'l1t performance of the supply chain of USL. The product categories will be 

selected in such a manner that they reflect the mix of products manufactured by USL and 

rcp1l ,,'~1\ a large percentage of the total production. 

Evaluating the performance of each identified product category based solely on the values 

of tlw proposed EP indicators, does not suffice to provide an effective environmental 

asses;,mcnt of the supply chain, capable of supporting managerial decision making. The 

inclk 'rors arc not of cquol impmioncc. not only in gencml, but also when different 

pre'!; ,\ wstems ore ex:1mined. The some rcm:1rk holds regnrding the importonce of the 

indJcdtors' groups that will be stated. In addition, in the case of environmental analysis it 

is common that and appraisal has a meaning only when comparisons are made. Thus, it 

woul,l not be worthy just to have a list of values without attempting an analysis 

As -,t.L·h. the measured values need to be analysed using a Multi-Criteria Decision-making 

(Ml I ll\1) Method such as Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) or Analytic Network 

Proll -,s (ANP), to establish the Environment Perfom1ance of each product category 

seh·tL·d for the study. MCDM techniques provide a structured approach to the decision 

mak lllg process. They differ from conventional methods as they are taking in to account a 

set :'t llbjectives and criteria that can be conflicting, multi-dimensional and incomparable. 

A:, : .vas highlighted in chapter two, many researchers preferred using AHP for analyzing 

the ;'.r1ormance of environment. Saati's AHP model, which is the pioneering model of 
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AHP, will be initially used for the analysis and the more focused model on environmental 

perfon11ance by Tsoulfaf and Pappis will be used for the final study. 

3.4 Saaty's AHP Model 

In 1983, Dr. Saaty joined Dr. Ernest Forn1an, a professor of management science at 

George Washington University, to co-found Expert Choice. The AHP and Expert Choice 

software engage decision makers in structuring a decision into smaller parts, proceeding 

from the goal to objectives to sub-objectives down to the alternative courses of action. 

Decision makers then make simple pair wise comparison judgments throughout the 

hierarchy to arrive at overall priorities for the alternatives. The decision problem may 

involve social, political, technical, and economic factors. 

The procedure for using the AHP can be summarized as below; 

l. Model the problem as a hierarchy containing the decision goal, the alternatives for 

reaching it, and the criteria for evaluating the alternatives. 

Fstablish priorities among the elements ofthe hierarchy by making a series of 

judgments based on pair wise comparisons of the elements. 

i Synthesize these judgments to yield a set of overall priorities for the hierarchy. 

4. Check the consistency of the judgments. 

). Come to a final decision based on the results of this process. 

An .\1-!J-> hierarchy is a structured means of modeling the problem at hand. It consists of 

an overall goal, a group of options or alternatives for reaching the goal, and a group of 

factors or criteria that relate the alternatives to the goal. The criteria can be further broken 

down into sub criteria, sub-sub criteria, and so on, in as many levels as the problem 

reqUires. 

The hierarchy can be visualized as a diagram like the one below, with the goal at the top, 

thl· alternatives at the bottom, and the criteria in the middle. There are useful terms for 

describing the pmis of such diagrams: Each box is called a node. The boxes descending 

fr,ll11 any node are called its children. The node from which a child node descends is 
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called its parent. Groups of related children are called comparison groups. The parents of 

an Alternative, which arc often from different comparison groups, arc called its covering 

criteria. 

Applying these definitions to the diagram, the four Criteria are children of the Goal, and 

the Cioal is the parent of each of the four Criteria. Each Alternative is a child of its four 

covcnng criteria. There are two comparison groups: a group of four Criteria and a group 

of three Alternatives. 

Goa! 

·,,'\·-~~~.~ .... ~ -~ 
'"'..._ 

"'--.. .,__'""'"~ ... --.....,......., 
' ~' " 

i\itepJ(;t''/t 1 .?\l:.;:rnatrve 2 ,4'te:. 

Figure 3.1 A simple model of AHP 

Oml· the hierarchy has been constructed, the participants use AHP to establish priorities 

f01 dl! its nodes. In doing so, information is elicited from the participants and processed 

mathematically. Priorities are numbers associated with the nodes of an AHP hierarchy. 

Thev represent the relative weights of the nodes in any group. 

Li~L probabilities, priorities are absolute numbers between zero and one, without units or 

dimensions. A node with priority .200 has twice the weight in reaching the goal as one 

with priority .1 00, ten times the weight of one with priority .020, and so forth. Depending 

on tile problem at hand, "weight" can refer to importance, or preference, or likelihood, or 

whet: ev cr factor is being considered by the decision makers. 
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Priorities are distributed over a hierarchy according to its architecture, and their values 

depend on the infonnation entered by users of the process. Priorities of the Goal, the 

Criteria, and the Alternatives are intimately related, but need to be considered separately. 

By definition, the priority of the Goal is 1.000. The priorities of the Alternatives always 

add up to 1.000. To incorporate their judgments about the various elements in the 

hierarchy, decision makers compare the elements two by two. This is called "Pair Wise 

Comparison". In pair wise comparison, each element of the hierarchy will be compared 

inst the other clements of the same level using the scale demonstrated in table 3-2. 

! h· \\ill establish the priorities of the criteria and sub criteria, reaching the final goal. 

~- I nte of 
11 

llll 

Equal importance 

3 [,[,:,derate i1Y1p•J1i.3nce 

J Strong i1T:portance 

7 sr-\ 

9 Extreme 

F 

T• ·J elements c•XItribute 
•Jbjecti,:e 

Er:penence and Jl.id~~lment 
c•ne element •J\-'er another 

Ex:penence and JUdh;rnent 
one eie1rent <::<ier ::mother 

~=~ 1 (1'/Sr :J!~I()th8r its d!)t-nlnanr: e IS 

t1ce 

t•J the 

f;:uor 

fa·/ or 

Th8 e .·id8nce fa.-·orin-;1 one element 
<J· .• ·er another is of th8 hi-;;hest 
c•rder -=·f affirmati•Jil 

~ 
~~~-;l8nsl;ies of 2 4 13 and :3 can_ be used to e:<press int8mlediate ·,:alues Intensities 
· 1 1 1 / 4 3 etc c;:;n be used tc<r -:deme:1ts lh:3t ar0 ,'81\-' ci>y;e 111 

Table 3.2 The fundamental scale for pair wise comparison 

Il<dly the alternatives are ranked with respect to the criteria or sub criteria at the bottom 

,lt the hierarchy. Here the judgments need to be carefully taken when doing pair wise 

L'(•mparison for different alternatives. 

f 111 the purpose of this study, the goal would be "Establish the EP of supply chain of 

l nilevcr SL for different product categories". The alternatives are the selected product 

lclt~gories (Soaps, Powders, Toothpaste, etc.).The major criteria would be the 

L'Ilvironment principle groups identified and the sub criteria would be the EP indicators 
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developed. The modeling will be carried out in next chapter, using the expert choice 

soli ware. 

3.~ The proposed model for the final EP Analysis 

In using Saaty's AHP model, pair wise comparison needs to be done to establish priorities 

to alternatives for each sub-criterion. In other words, a judgment needs to be made to 

c~L1hlish the priority for each product category under each ofthe EP indicators. Once the 

ci:11 1 h collected for all the product categories under each EP indicator, it is best if it can 

bl ,!irectly converted to the priority or weight for respective product category for the 

n· h·:mt EP i ml icator. 

In "iaaty's model, using expert choice, this is not possible. Further it does not clearly 

shr•w whether an EP indicator positively or negatively impact the environment, and in 

turn the EP performance of the supply chain. In chapter one "responding to the need for 

qu.mtitative tools to sustainable business" was highlighted as one of the key objectives of 

till ~tudy. As such, there arises a requirement to analyze the EP using a more robust 

111, ·del. 

·1,' !urther analyze the environment performance of the supply chain of identified product 

c L-gories of USL, the model suggested by Tsoulfas and Pappis (2006) would be used. 

( l~tssification of the indicators developed has to be carried out based on whether their 

\ <~ r1cs positively or negatively related with the environmental impact incurred. Notations 

· r· and 'n' are to be used to indicate the 2 categories. Values are assigned for each 

pre >duct category based on their performance. 

l1• c~ssigning the values for EP indicators, some of the data to be extracted from exiting 

r,, urds and others needs to be ascertained through either specific studies or interviews 

'' 1 r 11 key plant managers. The following framework is used to evaluate the 'p' and 'n' 

ll'lilcators and compare the product categories for there EP. 
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Some notations to be introduced in explaining the methodology; 

a. Number assigned to the Alternative (product category) 

J- Number assigned to the Criteria ( The environment principle 

group) 

k- Number assigned to the sub-criterion (EP indicator) 

L C. b I . I It t. . ·-1 >2· o .. CPl ct 1 e t1e t- t1 a ema 1ve scenano, z- , ............ m, m _ , IJk , Dijk (n) be the 

values ofthe k-th 'p' and 'n' EP indicator, respectively, ofthej-th group, assigned to Ci 

3.:~.1 First Level of analysis 

(a) 'p' EP indicators 

The values for each 'p' EP Indicator for each alternative scenario are normalized to their 

corresponding sum. That is; 

f(J 

Dt(p,~ 
i}k 

tp' . , .... , 'j)J 
D. ) . D' , 

''! / / '"k • /Ji\ · L.__.J 1 r · ·· i-L .... m,j-1, .... 4 
·.·.· 1 

k, h:tractcrizes the specific criterion within group j. (It is assumed there arc 4 groups of 

principles) 

(b) 'n' EP indicators 

In the model proposed, for all 'n' EP indicators their inverse values are calculated. The 

imcrsc values for each 'n' EP indicator for each alternative scenario are normalized to 

thL'Ir corresponding sum. That is; 

( 
m ) ~ · n 1 1 • 'n 1 I _, '"11: 

'· ' - I ' ' I I ' , D 'I l1, D:,,) I ".-, 1, D .. ,. ' 
ljY, ' 1/' • L__,. 1/l ' 

• • < i ,,c. 1 
- l. ... ,m. j- 1. ... 4 

A. l haracterizes the specific criterion within group j. 
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3.5.2 Second Level of analysis 

Having establish the normalized values for each scenario (product category), for all the 

EP indicators, next step is to priorities the EP indicators within environment principle 

groups. For the second level of analysis, the calculation of weights hjk among the 

indicators within the same group of indicators is done by applying the approach inspired 

by the Dunn-Ranking technique proposed. 

Tile 11 alternative EP indicators arc inserted as ro\\ sand columns in a squared n x n nwtrix 

v c_ (Yuz)' u,z ~ 1, .......... ,n Where (for u t z). 

Vuz { 

1, if criterion's z benefit is more important than criterion's u benefit 

-1, if criterion's u benefit is more important than criterion's z benefit 

-1, if criteria u and z benefits are if equal importance 

For II'~::. Vuz = 0 

Obviously, it holds that Vuz + Vzu = 0 Such matrices are formed for each EP indicator 

groups (for groups A,B,C,D) 

Let v / - L:u-! 11 Vuz z ~· 1. .... n be the column sums for each scenario. 

The higher the sum, the higher the importance would be of the EP indicator with respect 

to the examined EP Indicator Principle group. Having completed this process, the 

preference for the EP indicator within a group is clear. However, no information 

regarding how more important they are when compared to others is available. Let Wu be 

the weight of EP indicator u , where the EP indicators are sequenced in increasing order 

ofimportance, wherewr<Ws< ....... <Wt ifvr<Vs< ...... <Vt ,r,s,t = l, ........ ,n 

If Vr = V5 then Wr < Ws ifVrs ~I if vrs = 0 , order in a random way. The following 

recursive equation may be used for the ordered weights; 
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Wu = fu X Wu-1 , U = 2 ..... ... ,n 

WI= 1' where fu 2' 1 is a multiplying factor that is set by the decision maker. 

.Thus matrices are fonned for each group of EP indicators (For Groups A,B,C,D) and the 

weights are calculated. 

Let Dijk be the normalized value of scenario i of k-th EP indicator of the j-th group. Gij be 

2m index that expresses the EP of scenario i \Vith respect to the j-tll indicators group. 

Suppose the weighb h1k arc calculated as hjk \\\ ( k · l.,.,,n) in the T th group. 

VVe define; 

i \ ~ 

Gu = L (hik x o;"). 
k-l 

l. .... m.j=L ... ,4 

Where k characterizes the specific criterion within group j and Kj expresses the total 

number of indicators within group). 

In order to proceed to the next level of analysis it is necessary to normalize these values 

to their corresponding sum because each indicator group comprises diilerent amount of 

EP indicators. That is 

m 

G G 
-~ ~ 

.. - ,. / '\ ' 

-1J IJt t:..-· GIJ . L ... ,m, J L ... ,4 
i 1 

3.5.3 Third Level of analysis 

In the third level of analysis, the weights yj among the different groups of indicators are 

calculated by applying the methodology for the calculation of weights on second level of 

analysis. This is to establish the priority among the different Environment principle 

groups. 

Let Ei be an index that expresses to what extent does i-th scenario fulfills the environment 

principals that have been stated. We define; 
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E, - L (Yi x Gij), i - 1, ... , m, j - 1, .... 4. 
j~ 1 

I he Ei values provide the means to compare the alternative scenarios. The higher the 

\ alue of Ei , the more the selected environmental principles is fulfilled. 

i .() Data Collection Methodology 

\II data will be collected fi·om USL either by using existing records, calculating values 

based on current records and forecasts and interviewing the experienced plant managers. 

I )<,ta collection method under major aspects of environmental performance to be covered 

as described below; 

_1.6.1 Energy related data 

I. rsL has a comprehensive monitoring mechanism (Flow meters/Energy meters, etc.) to 

· ,, urd the Electricity, Steam and \Vater usage for individual product categories. 

J.6.2 Waste related data 

I inilever keeps records of waste generated, types ofwastes and how they were disposed 

as a regional reporting requirement. By analyzing these data, records for the individual 

I P indicators can be obtained . 

.\.6.3 Material related data 

I he Raw material (RM) and packaging material (PM) related data would be collected 

trom the planning department. The standard weights, millions of units, etc will be also 

, ollected and these will be used to derive the figures for EP indicators for each category. 

J.6.4 Recyclability related data 

I his is a comparatively difficult area to gather accurate data. Extensive study needs to be 

done by collecting records from individual manufacturing plants and by interviewing the 

l'lant managers. 
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3.6.5. Logistics related data 

This again will be collected from the logistics department records and interviewing the 

logistic managers. The inputs such as fuel consumption per kilo meter , etc needs to be 

assumed using the past records. 

3. 7 Interpretation 

]),Jth models described above vvill be used to analyze the EP of the selected product 

L,ill'gurics, under each L:P indicator. The study \Vould highlight the areas in which the 

tuCLIS should be given to improve the EP for each of the product categories. By analyzing 

ti!L'~c individual categories, the environment performance of supply chain can be assessed 

fur Unilever Sri Lanka Limited products. Product categories with higher scores for each 

I P indicator can be said to have a better environmental performance compared to the 

others. Same can be done for the principle groups and the supply chain as a whole. 
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